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March 6, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. E:HRLICHIvIAN

I have prepared the attached brief for the meeting of Dr. Paine

with the President in case it Is decided that Paine wiU meet

with the President prior to his press briefing on the space

statement.

I think it would be desirable for the President to meet with

Paine for a short time. However, I would urge that this not be

an occasion for Paine to attempt to talk the President into re-

interpretations of the Message, since we are not yet ready to make

any further commitments on NASA programs.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Flanigan./
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
Mr. Kriegsman

CTWhitehead:ed
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BySig_ NARA Date Vila

Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President



73 Statement About the Future of the United States
Space Program. March 7, 1970

OVER the last decade, the principal goal
of our Nation's space program has been
the moon. By the end of that decade men
from our planet had traveled to the moon
on four occasions and twice they had
walked on its surface. With these unfor-
gettable experiences, we have gained a
new perspective of ourselves and our
world.
I believe these accomplishments should

help us gain a new perspective of our
space program as well. Having completed
that long stride into the future which has
been our objective for the past decade, we
must now define new goals which make
sense for the seventies. We must build on
the successes of the past, always reaching
out for new achievements. But we must
also recognize that many critical problems
here on this planet make high priority de-
mands on our attention and our resources.
By no means should we allow our space
program to stagnate. But—with the entire
future and the entire universe before us—
we should not try to do everything at once.
Our approach to space must continue to
be bold—but it must also be balanced
When this administration came into

office, there were no clear, comprehensive
plans for our space program after the first
Apollo landing. To help remedy this situa-
tion, I established in February of 1969 a
se task group, headed by the Vice
President, to study possibilities for the fu-
ture of that program. Their report was
presented to me in September. After re-
viewing that report and considering our
naticaal priorities, I have reached a num-
ber of conclusions concerning the future
pace and direction of the Nation's space

efforts. The budget recommendations
which I have sent to the Congress for fiscal
year 1971 are buod on these conclusions.

TED= GZNISAL PURPOSIS

In my judgment, three general purposes
should guide our space program.
One purpose is exploration. From time

immemorial, man has insisted on ventur-
ing into the unknown despite his inability
to predict precisely the value of any given
exploration. He has been willing to take
risks, willing to be surprised, willing to
adapt to new experiences. Man has come
to feel that such quests are worthwhile in
and of themselves—for they represent one
way in which he expands his vision and
expresses the human spirit A great nation
must always be an exploring nation if it
wishes to remain great.
A second purpose of our space program

is scientific knowledge—a greater sys-
tematic understanding about ourselves
and our universe. With each of our space
ventures, man's total information about
nature has been dramatically expanded;
the human race was able to learn mon
about the Moon and Mats in a few hours
last summer than had been learned in all
the centuries that had gone before. The
people who perform this important work
are not only those who walk in spacesuits
while millions watch or those who launch
powerful rockets in a burst of flame. Much
of our scientific progress awes in labora-
tories and offices, where dedicated, in-
quiring men and women decipher new
facts and add them to old ones in ways
which reveal new truths. The abilities of



these scientists constitute one of our most

valuable national resources. I believe that

our space program should help these peo-

ple in their work and should be attentive

to their suggestions.
A third purpose of the United States

space effort is that of practical applica-

tion—turning the lessons we learn in space

to the early benefit of life on earth. Exam-

ples of such lessons are manifold; they

range from new medical insights to new

methods of communication, from better

weather forecasts to new m2u2age1ent

techniques and new ways of providing

energy. But these lessons will not apply

themselves; we must make a concerted

effort to see that the results of our space

research are used to the maximum advan-

tage of the human community.

A Cosrrniuneo Paocaas

We mutt see our space effort, then,

not only as an adventure of today but

also as an investment in tomorrow. We

did not go to the moon merely for the
sport of it. To be sure, those undertak-

ings have provided an exciting adventure
for all mankind and we are proud that it

was our Natice that met this challenge.
But the most important thing about man's

first footsteps on the moon is what they

promise for the futtu'e.
We must realise that space activities

will be a part of our lives for the reit of
time. We must think of them as part of a
continuing prom—one which will go on

day in and day out, year in and year out—
and not as a series of separate leaps, each
requiring a massive concentration of
energy and will and accomplished on a
crash timetable. Our "ace program

should not be planned in a rigid manner,

decade by decade, but on a continuing
flexible basis, one which takes into ac-
count our changing needs and our expand-
ing knowledge.
We must also realize that space expen-

ditures must take their proper place within
a rigorous system of national priorities.
What we do in space from here on in must
become a normal and regular part of our
national life and must therefore be
planned in conjunction with all of the
other undertakings which are also im-
portant to us. The space budget which I
have sent to Congress for fiscal year 1971
is lower than the budget for fiscal year
1970, a condition which reflects the fiscal
constraints under which we presently op-
erate and the competing demands of other
programs. I am confident, however, that
the funding I have proposed will allow
our space program to make steady and
impressive progress.

Sax Smarm Osizarrvxs

With these general considerations in
mind, I have concluded that our space
program should work toward the follow-
ing specific objectives:
. We should continue to explore As

moon. Future Apollo manned lunar land-
ings will be spaced so as to maximise our
scientific return from each miseion, always
providing, of course, for the safety of those
who undertake there ventures. Our deci-
sions about manned and unmanned lunar
voyages beyond the Apollo program will
be based on the results of theme missions.

a. We should move ahead with bold
exploration of the planets and the uni-
verse. In the next few years, scientific satel-
lites of many types will be launched into
earth orbit to bring us new information



about the universe, the solar system, and
even our own planet. During the next
decade, we will also launch unmanned
spacecraft to all the planets of our solar
system, including an unmanned vehicle
which will be sent to land on Mars and
to investigate its surface. In the late 1970's,
the "Grand Tour" minions will study the
mysterious outer planets of the solar sys-
tem—Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
and Pluto. The positions of the planets at
that time will give us a unique opportunity
to launch missions which can visit several
of them on a single flight of over 3 billion
miles. Preparations for this program will
begin in 1972.
There is one major but longer-range

goal we should keep in mind as we proceed
with our exploration of the planets. As a
part of this program we will eventually
send men to explore the planet Mars.

3. We should work to reduce substan-
tially the cost of space operatiotu. Our
present rocket technology will provide a
reliable launch capability for me time.
But as we build for the longer-range fu-
ture, we must devise lest costly and less
complicated ways of transporting pay-
loads into space. Such a capability—
designed so that it will be suitable for a
wide range of scientific, defense, and com-
mercial uses—can help us realize impor-
tant economies in all aspects of our space
program. We are currently examin' ing in
greater detail the feasibility of reusable
space shuttles as one way of achieving this
objective.
4. We should seek to extend man's

capability to live and work ifs space. The
Experimental Space Station (X8S) --a
large orbiting workshop—will be an im-
portant part of this effort. We are now
building such a station—using systems
originally developed for the Apollo pro-

gram—and plan to begin using it for op
erational missions in the next few yean
We expect that men will be working ir
space for months at a time during dr'
coming decade.
We have much to learn about what mar

can and cannot do in space. On the basi
of our experience with the XSS, we wil
decide when and how to develop longer
lived space stations. Flexible, long-live(
space station modules could provide ;
multipurpose space platform for thi
longer-range future and ultimately be
come a building block for manned inter
planetary travel.
5. We should hags,: and expand th,

practical applications of space technology
The development of earth resources satel.
lites---pLatforms which can help in sucl
varied tasks as surveying crops, locatini
mineral deposits, and measuring %%tin
resources—will enable us to assess ow
environment and use our resources mon
effectively. We should continue to pursue
other applications of space-related tech-
nology in a wide variety of fields, includ-
ing meteorology, communications, navi-
gation, air traffic control, education, anc
national defense. The very act of reach-
ing into space can help man improve th(
quality of life on earth.
6. We should encourage greater inte,.

national cooperation in space. In my ad
dress to the United Nations last Septet)).
bet, I indicated that the United States wit
take positive, concrete steps "toward in-
ternationalising man's epic venture intc
space--an adventure that belongs not tic
one nation but to all mankind. I believe
that both the adventures and the applica-
tiorts of space minions should be share 
by all peoples. Our progress will be faster
and our accomplishments will be mates
if nations will join together in this effort



both in contributing the resources and in

enjoying the benefits. Unmanned scien-

tific payloads from other nations already

make use of our space launch capability

on a cost-shared basis; we look forward to
the day when these arrangements can be

extended to larger applications satellites
and astronaut crews. The Administrator
of NASA recently met with the space au-
thorities of Western Europe, Canada,
Japan, and Australia in an effort to find
ways in which we can cooperate more
effectively in space.

It is important, I believe, that the space
program of the United States meet these
six objectives. A program which achieves
these goals will be a balanced space pro-
gram, one which will extend our capabili-
ties and knowledge and one which will
put our new learning to work for the im-
mediate benefit of all people.
As we enter a new decade, we are con-

scious of the fact that man is also entering

a new historic era. For the first time, he
has reached beyond his planet; for the rest
of time, we will think of ourselves as men
from the planet earth. It is my hope that
U we go forward with our space program,
we can plan and work in a way which
makes us proud both of the planet from
which we come mad of our ability to travel
beyond it.

NOM: The statement was released at Key

Biscayne, Fla.
On the same day, the White Roues released

the transcript of a news briefing about the
United States space program by Dr. Thomas O.
Paine, Administrator, National Aeronautics and
Space Administretion.
On March 5, too, the Office of Science

and Technology 'clamed a report by the Specs
Science and Technology Panel of the Presi-
dent's Science Advisory Committee 'ridded
"The Next Decade in Space" (Government
Printing Oce, 63 pp.). The report set out in
derail the administration's space program as
outlined in the President's statement
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January 6, i970

Honorable Thames 0. Paine

Administrator
National Aeronautics and

Space Administration

Honorsige &short P. Mayo
1-Arector of the

Bureau of the iiladget

‘,//fl// 7'/C
-/

o-//- /A71(4,7
,

lt was agreed with Lor. Payne that NASA' o FY 1971 buciget will be

*3.330 million in hualgot authority and 43, foal million in budget out-

lays. Thee. goals will be mot subject to the following Preskgential

objectives.

I. The Manned Space Flignt Program is to be carried out on

the proviousty agrood.spoit seheits (thsr4 La to be no

conestlation of any Apollo flight, the report to the contrary

Is the newspapers baying been a misquote of 1.4,r. Lowe).

2. MLitt/ sad NTC satellites will sot be startee in Fiscal Year 71.

3. There is no commit/asst, implied or otherwise. tor develop.

meat start* for either she apace station or the shuttle in FY 72.

That is a matter Lo be diecussed whoa the 172 budget to

developed.

4. The President's option with regard to final &store S launch,

as to whether it be a lunar mission or a SOCOSII4 Experiments!

apace Station is still open.

*bath the above objectives. NASA is to have full flexibility in planning

and tarrying .atit the reduction of its FY 71 oangst trom the original mark

of 33.825 million to the now vriark ef *3,600 million in budget outlays.

DECLASSIFIED
iiman
(man

ARA  Date Zekfrifilfeed

Peter M. Amiga*
saistant to the President
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January 5, 1170

isiii,SAORAN1334 rot( R. FLANIGAN

Tho cuativiat NASA budget situation Is
 is tollAros :

SCI's

BA SO BA SO

341U S, 444 3,609

Tito major dittarenees are;

(1) MOS Uri rodecod eibrancod r
aoasreb sod torbsolasy

by $53 =Mon $A below the NAS
A position.

lb) 101 bar reduced Viking b
y $14 nallisa ISA Wm,

*an NASA.

(a) 105 ban "attuned Alan* atttignia 
a abettla by

00 railltoa BA Woo NASA.

(4) num gipealip $101 malion BA 
for tarn starts (It it

selsoisd) sad prodeire $&S iraiIt.s 
acroos4hro4roa1d

cuts in gam reabfor than gotall
og DOS vita,

NASA amid 105 agree ..,Y n impact
 at Viking and **or major

valakapinsis The total outlays rotIsnatod kat I
ke tvos sirapiesis are;

n _____

rattelt--  11411- =AL

10* 3, 400 1. 400 3, 4S0

MASA So 400 3, 400 3.0I
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Oat major problem appease to be proserstaigtho Preeirhetespetesaago *ad desired bet** restraiat white act sasi disalarIPtsUm to Ireesearoeed tbe seimpoisots. pesillsebe eine to Pada* by yea or lebsi Sbirtiebausel

The NASA IT TI bedew will be $3. SO. BA Mod $1. 4410 stglabrossubject to the taliamoing Poeoidemileil objeettsieol

The saaased epee* night pregrewo MI to be assorted eat eadoe asiteed schodale.

Z. IttAV sad NTC satellltes are set to be started.
S. Them Le to be as eesissoteal or laapiled teseeetitaaeat toFT Oasts for either the space staltsa or Ilte ebrattls.Tosikasimer aladies ehoold sive priority to the statue over theepees eleliee.

4. The spies should be soeistaised kos the PriMMAIIIMA to deal&as a km/ seiselea es a seeped tzp•wleaselal Natio& laseekfor dm Iasi Saturn V of the ~vet* preditedoe res.
S. *Mk* the above seestatoiists. NASA la to hams 611tleysiblittir to pkerraiog sad earryisi sok the pressese.

Clay T. Wilittehood
Stag aseletaal

cc: Mr. K riegarnan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files
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AT THE NA TiONAL ARCHIVES

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

January 5, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR MR.
 FLANIGAN

The current NASA budget sit
uation is as follows:

BOB 
NASA

BA BO BA BO

3,410 3,600 3,609 3,600

The major differences are:

(a) BOB has reduced advan
ced research and tech

nology

by $53 million BA below t
he NASA position.

(b) BOB has reduced Vik
ing by $10 million BA l

ower

than NASA.

(c) BOB has reduced sp
ace station and shuttle by

$30 million BA below NASA
.

(d) NASA wants $107 m
illion BA for new starts 

(list

attached) and prefers $25 mi
llion across-the-board

cuts in outlays rather than d
etailed BOB cuts.

NASA and BOB agree on F
Y 72 impact of Viking and 

other major

programs. The total outla
ys estimated for the two p

roposals are:

71 
72 

Run-out BOB est. min,

BOB 3,600 3,450 3,650

NASA 3,600 3,600 3,900

,
1 ,3 ,DECLASSIFIED 

i
Authorit

By `ARA Date
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-2-

Our major. problem appears to be preserving the President's

program and desired budget restraint while not "nickel and diming'?

Paine to death. I recommend the following compromise position

be sent to Paine by you or John Ehrlichman:

The NASA FY 71 budget will be $3, 500 BA and $3, 600 outlays,

subject to the following Presidential objectives:

1. The manned space flight program is to be carried out on

the agreed schedule.-- yto GA.A...d.414.441.• 14414441-1"444-1 "a"'

2. HEAO and NTC satellites are not to be started.

3. There is to be no contractual or implied commitment to

FY 72 development starts for either the space station or the shuttle.

Technology studies should give priority to the shuttle over the

space station.

4. The option should be maintained for the President to decide

on a lunar mission or a second Experimental Space Station launch

for the last Saturn V of the current production 040.4."1616:41* deltissoa

5. Within the above constraints, NASA is to have full

14)111)1:°114V
44 O P'4-
I

Clay 1!-Whitehead

Staff Assistant

flexibility in planning and carrying out the program.

Attachment

I
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By ARA Date __14/44
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REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

FY 71 Budget Authority for New Starts

Requested by NASA

(No FY 71 Outlays)

Lunar science 5

Bioscience 5

OSO 4

Nimbus 6

Physic Explorer's 4

ATS 10

Launch Vehicle Improvements 6

OTDA 6

Aeronautics 10

HEAO 4

NTC Saturn 4

Apollo 40

Total 107

I
DECLASSIFIED

A utlior itv __Chia5r_
By 'ARA Date ___ZefitIfp



REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

December 29 1969

FOR Peter Flanigan

FROM Will Kriegsman

The following are suggested reductions from $3.7 billion to the $3.0billion level for NASA A. a precautionary note, I understand thatBOB gave NASA a mark of $3.735 billion Friday night. I am not atall sure, however, the degree to which the BOB mark compares withthe details of the $3.7 billion figure which we gave the Staff Secretary).

In order to achieve the $700 million reduction, I suggest the following:

a. A $219 million reduction in the Apollo/Apollo Applicationsprogram from $1593.2 to $1335.2 million. This requires a stretch-outof launches to 9 month intervals and other measures necessary toconserve the available funds.

b. A reduction of $200 million for Viking. This reduces the programto $50 million and will defer the Mars unmanned landing until 1975.

c. Miscellaneous reductions in the Soace Science Program totalling$66 million (Details are available).

d. Termination of the Nerve Program and elimination of the spacestation and space shuttle technology efforts in the ART Program,resulting in a reduction of $110 million.

e. Reduce aviation technology from $120 million to $100 million.

f. Reduce the Tracking and Data Acquisition Program by $?6 millionto a new total of $282 million.

g. A reduction in construction of facilities of $20 million.

Some of the foregoing have been arbitrary cuts, but they are consistentwith the objectives stated in our memorandum to the Staff SPeretary.

DECLASSIFIED
an

Au;:er o_en  s
By 'ARA Date



REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE STAFF SECRETARY

RE: Log No. 2518 (NASA Budget)

I submit the following recommendations with respect t
o

Dr. Paine's letter of December 17, 1969, appealing th
e

reduction in NASA's 1971 budget.

A. The Saturn V production should be suspended.

B. Effort on the space shuttle and space station

should be reduced by $150 million of MSF funds.

C. The frequency of Saturn V launches should be

reduced, within the limits of safety, to extend the p
eriod

of manned space flight. (I have asked Dr. Paine to

comment directly to me on this point. Dr. Paine has

suggested that a six month interval is the maximum
 permitted

for safety reasons, while Dr. Low has said that a
 nine

month interval is acceptable.)

D. The university research funds should be elimina
ted

as requested by the President.

E. HEAO should be deferred.

F. Program management costs should be reduced fro
m

$707 to $637 million.

The net result of these changes will reduce the NASA budget

to $3, 700 million. We believe that this level will provide a

satisfactory space program consistent with the proposed

Presidential statement on space.

I
-DECLASSIFIED

Authorit

By ARA Date



REPRODUCED AT THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

2

Dr. Paine's program changes to achieve a $3,700 million b
udget

are unacceptable to the Administration. They result in a

termination of the manned space program in 1972, the onus of

which would be on the President. Dr. Paine's program begins

development and creates commitments for very expensive

programs that will require substantially increased outlays in

the next few years.

I believe we should not only reaffirm the President's $3, 700
 million

decision, but specify to NASA the above indicated broad 
outlines

as to how it is to be spent.

Enclosure

IDECLASSIFIED

Author it jettlAST

By 'ARA Date
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I Authority

December I, PM,

1411140RA1tDUN4 }QR THE TAT? CECP TAL.

RE: Log No. ZS18 (NASA Budget)

I submit the following reconlmeadations with respect to Dr. Paine s

letter of Detcember 17, 11969, appealing the reduction in NASA'.

1971 budget.

A. The Saturn V production 'licautti be suspended.

B. Effort on the ce 4huttle and apace station should

be reduced by WO million of ME} funds.

C. The frequency of Esters V la:withers should be reduceel,
withia the limit* ofaafety, to extend the peao ! of manned space
flight,tammioua_auL4LLeNiumay_plianisigil_da4.—ef--t994-: a have asked
Dr. Paine to comment lirectly to ea OA*, point. Dr. Paine

has suggested tb,at a sin month interval is the maximum permitted

for safety reasons. ,othile Dr. Low hai4 4atd that a aloe month
interval is acceptable.

D. The calmer city research fund‘ shouli be elinlissitoci "
requested by the President.

E. 3EA° should be deferred.

7. Progrartt management costa thould be reiticed from $737

to $61/9 soilitost.

rhe net result of these changes will reduce the NASA budget to
$3.710 million. We believe that this level will .1rovide a 4airia-

factory vpace program consistent with the propoord Presidential
statement on soac..

DECLASSIFIED

_a_1213T
By 'ARA Date
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—

Dr. Pain. s program changes to achieve a $3, 730 million budget

are unacceptable to the Administration. They result in s

termination of the manned ',pace program La l972. the onus of

which went:I be on tlie Provident. Dr. Pais* 'di program begins

sievelopment esti creates commitments for very expensive

programs that will require substantially increasio4 outlays in

the next kw years.

I believe we should not only reaffirm the Prosident'fo $3,704 million

deebion, but specify to NASA the above indicated braid outlines

as to hew it is to be spent.

Enclosure

cc: Mr. F lanigan
Mr. Kriegsman
Central files

I DECLASSIFIED

Authori t _coign sr
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Peter M. Flanigan
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS 
AND SPACE ADMINISTRATI

ON

WASHINGTON

March 6, 1970

TO: Mr. Tom Whitehead

FROM: Willis H. Shapley

These are the changes Georg
e Low and I recommen

ded to you on

the phone at Dr. Paine's requ
est.

DECLASSIFIED

Authority  E0. 12 9.57 

By515. NARA Date 

Willis H. Shapley
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Proposed Statement on the Future Of

  the U.  S. Space Pro,rram

March 4, 1970

Over the last decade, the principal goal of our nation's spade

thc Mob;,. By the end of th%t decade men from ok.l.r

planet had traveled to the Moon on four occasions and twice they had

walked on its surface. With these Unforgettable experiences, we

have gained anew perspective on ourselves and our world.

I believe these accomplishments should help us gain a new per-

spective on our space program as well. Having completed that long

stride into the future which has been our objective. for the past decade,

wc must now define new goals whi.ch make sense, for the Seventies. We
10 •

must build on the successes of the past, always reach.ing out for new

achievements. But we must also recognize that many critical problems
••

..?
• -here on this planet rnak

.our resources.

•
highc.,...priority deman•ds on our attention and

•

By no means should we allow our space program to

.. stagnate. But -- with the entire future and the entire universe before

us we should not try to do everything at once. Our approach to

space must continue to be bold — but it must also be balanced.

• When this Administration came into 'offiCe,. ther9"\vere no clear,: .

comprehensive plans for our space program after the first Ap'ollo
• •

landing. ,To help remedy this situation, I eSt4bliSliCC1 in February of

19C-.9 Soacc. rrz.:1; GroiT

.0411.
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. .

•. possibilities
 for the futur

e of that pro
gram. Their report

 was pre-

sented to me
 in Sc..%pt,embe

r: After revie
wing that re

port and cons
ider-

. ing our natio
nal prioritie

s, I have rea
ched a numb

er of conclu
sions

concerning t
he future pa

ce and directi
on of the nat

ion's space 
efforts.

• The budge
t recornmendat

io.ns which I
 havc sent to

 the Congre
ss for

Fiscal Year 
1971 are base

d on these co
nclusions.

Three Gener
al  Puzj.-)oses

• In my judgme
nt, three gen

eral purpos
es should g

uide our spa
ce

program.

One purpose
 is explorati

on. ' From 
time immem

orial, man
 has

insisted on ve
nturing into 

the unknown
 despite hi

s inability t
o predict

•• 
• . , - • ' 

. ' - .- . - - 
.

. 
. 

. 
. 

.. .

:

. 

...

. • .
precisely the

 value of any
 given expl

oration. He
 has been w

illing to

..

•' :lake risks
, willing to b

e surprise
d, willing 

to adapt to n
ew experien

ces.

•

Man has com
e to feel tha

t such que
sts are wor

thwhile in a
nd of them-

selves •— fo
r they repr

esent one w
ay in which 

he expands 
his vision

. and exiiresse
s the human

 spirit. A 
great nation

 must alway
s be an

exploring nat
ion if it wis

hes to rem
ain great.

• •• A second p
urpose of ou

r space pr
ogram is sc

ientific kno
wledge

-- a greater sy
stematic u

nderstanding
 about oui-

selves and o
uir uni-

. . 

•.

„ .
1 

. verse. With each of ou
r space•ventures, 

man's total 
information

about naLare
 has been dram

atically e
xpanded; the

 human rac
e was able
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to learn more about the Moon and Mars in a few hours last summer

• than had been learned in all the centuries that had gone before. The

people who per this important work ate not only those \Al o walk. .

in spacesuits while millions watch or those who launch powerful rockets

. . . .

in a burst of flame. Much of our scientific progress comes in labora-

tories and offices, where de.dica.ted, inquiring men and women decipher

.new facts.and add them to old ones in ways which reveal new truths.

,
of these scientists constitute.one•of our most valuable -

national resources. I believe that our spade program should help
. .

these people in their work and should be attentive to their suggestions.
. •

A third purpose of the United States space effort is that of
•••

Tradtical application -- turning the lessons we learn in space to the

.early benefit of life on Earth. Examples.of such lessoDs are mani-

fold; they range from new medical insights to. new methods of commu-

nication, from better weather. forecasts to new management techniques

and riew ways of providing energy. But these lessons will not apply

'themselves; we must make a concerted effort to see that the results

of our space research are used to the maximum advantaac of theP

human community:

A Continuinc, Process

•
. •

We must see our space effort, then,. not only as an adventure

DECLASSIFIED

Authority Ee2_.
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•

^

of to-day•but also' as an investment in
 tomorrow. We did not go to the

.• . .•
. Moon merely for the sport of it

. To be' sure,' those undertakings have

. . •
kovided an exciting adventure for all

 mankind and we arc proud that

it \vas our nation that i-riot this challenge. But the most important

• thing a'but man's first footsteps on the M
oon is what they promise for

the future.

We must realize that space activiti
es will be a part of our lives

for the rest of time. We must think of 
them as part oi'a continuing

. .
.process one Which will go on day in and day

 out, year in and year

• ----45ut -- and mot as a series of sepa.
rate•leaps, cach.requiring.a mass

ive

• t r • .t

€.'oricbrifr;.tio'n r b energy' ana 
cl:a-sh time

• --, -
;table. Our space' program should not be

 Planned in a rigid manner,.

4166-ade:by decade, but on a continu
inr, flexible basis, one which takes

into a couiri-t7.oi2i-' our' :knb.Wid.dg e.

.Wc must also realize that space expe
nditures must take their

proper, place within a rigorous system of 
national priorities. What

we .do in space from here on in must be
come a normal and regular

part of our national life and must therefore
 be planned in conjunction

•

,5th all of the other undertakings which are
 also important to,us.

••

The space budget which I hiwe sent to Con
gress for Fiscal Year 1971

Jr; lower than the budget for Fiscal Year 197
0, a condition which
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, •

reflects the fiscal constraints under which we pr
esently operate and

the competing demands of other programs. I am confident, however,

that the funding I have proposed will allow our spa
ce program to make

steady and impressive progress.

Six Specific Objectives 

With these general considerations. in mind,_ I h
ave concluded

that our space program should work toward the 
following specific ob-

•
•

je C 1V S:
777'7

1. We should continue to explore the Moon
. Future Apollo

manned lunar landings will be spaced so as to 
maximize our scientific

•
return from each mission, always providing, o

f course, for the safety

of those who undertake these ventures. Our decisions about manned

• !,:and unmanned lunar voyages beyond the Apollo 
program will bç. based

on the results of these missions.

Z. We should move ahead with bold explorati
on of the planets 

and the' universe. In the next few years, scientific satellites 
of many

types \\rill be launched into Earth orbit to bring us 
new information

about the universe, the solar system, and even our 
own planet. During

the next decade, we will also launch unmanned 
spacecraft to 411 the

planets of our solar system, including an u
nmanned vehicle which will

be sent' to land on Mars and to inVestigate its surface. 
In the late

DECLASSIFIED
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• . •

•

• '0, .".. :
. • • • . •

. • '

, . . . •

•••

1970s, the "Grand Tour" missions will 
study the mysterious outer

planets of the solar system -- Jupiter, Sat
urn, Uranus, Neptune,. and.

Thc positions of the planets at that time 
will give us a unique

.opportunity to launch missions which can vis
it several of them on a

single flight of over three billion miles. Preparations for this pro-,

,
. .

, • .
..•

gi•am will begin in 1.97Z.

•• -I • '1%-̀ 7)--efia-',1•• .

There is one
/c
langer range goal we should keep 

in mind as we

our 'exploration of the•planets. .As-a•part- of this program.—

. 

-

.. .. v.
.i ... . • . 

,•

L. - ... We a-hetilcl eventually send men to expl
ore the planet Mars.

• i ... 
.• . 3... We should work to reduce s

ubstantially the cost of space
...

.....
. -oaqations. Our present rocket 

technology will provide a reliable .

. launch capability for some time. 
But as we build for the longer-r

ange
• ...

•

future  we must devise less costly
 and'lcSs con-iplidated ways of

• 
r •

• transporting payloads into space. 
Such a capability -- designed so

that it,will be suitable for a wide rang
e of scientific, defense and

. commercial uses — can help us real
ize important economies in

 all

, ...
, 

..". qk..• - li

i , .. 

41' • % i'

. aspects of our space program. 
,
'We are currently exami

ning in greater

..r.j .. .
i:. (...':. "•'- . ''.'.4 . . .
.. 4

• detail the feasibility of re-usable 

; 

space shuttles as one way 
of achicv-

.
- .., . , .. .

•••L . .,. 
• -„.
, ,

?..! ing this objective. . ..

./ .,.. , ..•

.. • 
.- 

-,,

' 4. . We should seek to extend man's 
capability to live and work

.1 
. •

•.: 
.

in sEkce. The Experimental Space Station (XS.S)• 
•••• ••• a large orbiting

',••••• •

• ,

• I

..,, Authority 0. ity E.   la 9.57 
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• •

Insert 1 to replace last sentence of par. 3 on page 6 

We are currently examining the design of a reusable space shuttle

that could evolve into a new space capability. With this capability,

we could fully exploit and use space for the benefit of all mankind

and at the same time substantially reduce the cost of space operations.

(Wording adapted from Page 99 of the FY 71 Budget.)
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S

•••('.

.. •
• :.‘....z.•

, .
• . ••

....workshop -- will be an important part of th.is e
ffort. We are now

•,••

• building such a station -- using systems original
ly developed for the

Apollo program -- and plan to begin using it for 
operational missions

in the next few years. We expect that men will be 
working in space

•

• for months at a time during the corning decade.

We have much to learn about what man:Can and cannot do in

..space. On the basis of our experience with 
the XSS, we will decide

. • •
• ;••• •

' 
> 

-,..,--.7,-::-:-77,--;•;••-.7.•-•when-and how to develop longer-lived spac
e stations. --Flexible,....long-- -•••-•-•-•

• .•

•
•t .
7

i.,.• •
lived space station modules could provide a 

multi-purpose space

platform for the longer-range future and u
ltimately become a buildilig

'block for manned interplanetary travel. '
• • ..

4▪ .\ - 1.... ^

•

5. .We sho'Uld'hastenjliziche pra
ctical.apylications of

,.p.paFe tcchnololy_. The development of earth resourc
es. satellites --

•
• •

• 

• platforms which can help in such varied task
s as surveying crops,

locating mineral deposits and measuring .water 
resources -- will enable

us t6 assessour environment .and usc our resour
ces more effectively.

We should continue to pursue other applications 
of sp.ace-related

1.•
technology in a wide variety of fields, including 

meteorology, commu-

t. nications, navigation, air traffic control, e
ducation and national delensc•

The very act of reaching into space can help 
man impfove the quality

. •••
of life on Earth.

• • .
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6. We should encouraae greater international cooperation in

space. In my address to the United Nations last September, I indic
ated

that the United States will take positive, concrete steps "to
ward inter-

nationalizing man's epic venture into space -- an adventure that b
elongs

not to one nation but to all mankind. " I believe that both the 
adventures

• ind the applications of space missions should be shared by all
 peoples.

Our progress will be faster and our accomplishments will
 be greater

--if-nations will join together in this efforl.,_.bot"h_in co.ntri
butii;g the .

-

resources and in enjoying the benefits:A i he Admini
strator of NASA

recently met with the space authorities of Western
' Europe, Canada,

Japan and Australia in an effort to find ways in which
 we can cooperate

:m0 effectively effectively in space.

.1,

* * *

.,It is important, I believe, that the space program
 of the United

States meet these six objectives. A program which achieves these

goals* will be a balanced space program, one which will 
extend (3.1.1r

capabilities and knowledge and one which will put our new 
learning to

. work for the immediate benefit of allpeopl'e.
•

.As we enter'a new decade, we are conscious of the 
fact that rila.n

is also entering a new historic era. For the first ti
me, be has reached

• • c7-•

beyond his planet; for the rest of time, we will think 
of ourselves as

• • •

•
• • .1 1,1
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•

`INERT ON PACE. 8

Unnlann(a1 sclQ1-4afIc pzw1c,..o.(1f; from Qthcr _
nations alrcady

ase of ow.- tqyaco 1aw:1cl). capability or coui-oharcd

wo 1oo f.orwa:ed to Lilo day vvtionthc5arrc.uascm.:;21
to

„

be, axtetIcloa to Lz,rzc;11: app1ication:1 13 rte1itcinand ctronaut:
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•

•

,

men from the planet Earth. It is my hope that as we go forward with

• .

•.our space program, we can plan and work in a way
 which makes us

proud both of the planet from which we come and of
 our ability to

travel beyond it.

41. •••• !aft/.  07.:

• • •

•

•
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517SJICCTI Meeting with Dr. Thomas O. Paine
March 7, 1969

1. rivx Pan 

To amens, your stat *meat on the future of the apace programprior to its release sad Dr. Paine's press bsrieflag.

U. MAGISCAMIS?
This statement has been under di,saussion with NASA. 0111, $08.land the Vice President's office for the past three months. It isdesigned primarily to put apse. in perspective vie-a-vie our otherpriorities sad to *et forth a intionala for planning the tubas.&realties' of the space programa. The statement complements thospeelfie program information preeented in the FY 1971 budgetina110410107t. Maar of NASA's ouggsitions WM* been incorporated,but not all.

UI.

There is no need for you to IMO/ any of the following leases atthis time. They are preeented ter your intormation in caseDr. Pals* isis.. them.

A. Dr. Patna may discuss his trips almond to exploreopportunities for more international cooperation tospas.. both Mr. Flanigan aad Mv. Kiesinger's etaffehave been working v4t1t NW, and this *Nis Wail oatto be more difficult than might he 4111(poillted.
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ULQ

That you ottoman* Dr. Paine to eientlaue hiselierte. but *treee she need ler & limn economicaad teehaisal feundation to be laid before toemany expastatioas are reined publicly.

S. He may she relite the extent of your commitment to thefatuite development of the re-usable apace shuttle. Thedevelopment cost estimates for tht. programs are veryhigh and quite uncertain.

ILESSMANNIM110.
That you stress the need to coasider & gull rangeof options and make design and developmentdesialans only after more technological andcoat unknowns are resolved.

amiarktudworiatzuwal
The teas el the apace statement is bnportant. While it includesa number of specific program irdtintives. the *met La moreexplanatory of * eationale than a listing of major titillative..

ILFSAMM126.M3

flat you emphasise this point to Dr. Pain* andsuggest he adds*** the rationale as well as programinitiatives In his press briefing.

Peter M. Flanigan
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASH I NGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

One by-product of the necessary action with respect to
Cambodia is to increase the prevailing nervousness anduncertainty in financial markets. A developing view that
Federal spending is "out of control" has been reinforced,
and renewed expectations of chronic inflation have depressed
the bond market.

In this situation, it seems to us imperative that we
reach a prompt decision as to our immediate budgetarystrategy. Budget uncertainties have been a major source
of weakening market confidence, and it is the one matter we
must deal with in a frank and authoritative manner.

The immediate situation is that the combination of
expenditure overruns and revenue shortfalls from the January
estimates indicates that the FY 1970 budget cannot be balanced
without drastic action. Measures which are being contem-
plated to bring about an apparent surplus for FY 1970 amount
to drawing certain receipts into this year from FY 1971 and
pushing certain disbursements out of this year into next.

By such means, it might be possible to show a small
prospective surplus of, say, $0.2 billion. But, given the
inevitable uncertainties in budget forecasts, that result
could not be assured. Moreover, this approach would not
dispose of the uncertainties with respect to fiscal 1971,
which are inevitably aggravated by the Cambodian situation.

In quick summary, we now face a probable shortfall of
$3.0 billion in revenues from budgeted FY 1970 levels. With

;2CLASSIFIED
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effort in delaying outpayments, expenditures might 
be held

to within $500 million of the budgeted level, abs
orbing

over half of the effects of the pay raise and a
ll of a $500

million increase in interest on the debt. This produces an

apparent deficit of about $2 billion, inste
ad of the $1.5

billion surplus budgeted.

For fiscal 1971, a necessarily rough guess
 as to likely

Congressional action indicates that expenditur
es could well

run $5 to $8 billion over the budget, to the ra
nge of $206

to $209 billion. Even with receipts at budgeted levels,

this would produce a $4 to $7 billion deficit,
 and the

receipt figure must at this point be considered in
 jeopardy.

Considerably higher deficit figures are being cited a
s

possibilities in the market.

In this situation, two questions arise: Shall we still

make every effort to show a balance in the FY 1970 bu
dget?

Should we announce new estimates for FY 1971 and pre
pare tax

increases co cover the expenditure rise?.

So far as the first question is concerned, we 
believe

that unusual action at this stage to show a bal
ance in the

FY 1970 budget would yield few of the benefits to
 be expected

from reporting a balanced budget and could have 
negative

effects.

1. The direct economic consequences of our bu
dget

position would, of course, not be affected by 
whether certain

payments or receipts occur on June 30 or July 
1.

2. What has been done would be immediately 
obvious to

top notch financial reporters and could not 
be hidden from

the markets. In the present mood of doubt and skep
ticism,

confidence in the Administration's fiscal 
responsibility

might well be weakened rather than streng
thened.

3. The Federal Reserve would not be impress
ed. They

follow budget figures carefully.

-61-(11-11.E-i+44.1.
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4. The probability of a substantial deficit in FY
1971 would then be a subject of wide discussion.

Reproduced at the Natiorai

5. To explain what it is doing, the Administration
would be forced into defending the position that a surplus,
however small and however artificial, is absolutely essential.
Yet the $0.2 billion surplus, equal to about two hours tax
collections, could easily vanish and leave the Administration
still high and dry.

In considering possible co !rses of action, three possi-
bilities suggest themselves:

1. We could theoretically try to balance the FY 1970
budget by real expenditure cuts. But, given the revenue
picture and the sheer momentum of Government programs, where
spending follows obligations incurred earlier, this target is
impossible and impracticable in the remaining two months of
the fiscal year. Although a start could be made which would
helT1 PV 1q71 WP rnnnnt rnrIPPivr, OF P ol1bc.tn71+-4i1 rill- in

1971 without it having some impact on defense and on your
domestic initiatives.

At the same time, we believe that it is desirable to keep
close to the 1970 expenditure level you budgeted in February,
and we are close. This is the critical measure of fiscal
responsibility.

2. We could ask for tax increases (beyond the estate
tax acceleration). These could not be obtained in time to
help FY 1970, if they can be obtained at all. On the other
hand, they would help to avoid a FY 1971 deficit. The size
of the increase would be measured against estimated expendi-
ture increases ince the budget, taking account of the estate
tax acceleration.

3. We can explain the realities of the situation to the
American people. The realities are not bad, and we don't
have to be ashamed of them- We have  done a  great Ipb of 

e()N11) 
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holding down 
the rise of e

xpenditures, 
and this is 

the

most  crucial 
measure of f

iscal respons
ibility. We have

held the budg
et in the ne

ar neighborho
od of balance

 in the

face of tax 
reductions th

at were previo
usly schedul

ed or

imposed by C
ongress. That is what c

ounts in econ
omic terms.

We are not a
bout to repe

at the Johnso
n error of sl

iding from

an approximat
ely balanced

 budget to a $
25 billion de

ficit.

Given our c
ommitment and

 actions to t
ry to attain 

a budget

balance, the 
eventual occu

rrence of sma
ll variations 

below

the zero poi
nt in a budg

et of $200 bi
llion and an e

conomy of

$985 billio
n are neithe

r a sign of f
iscal responsi

bility

nor a cause of
 economic di

fficulty, and
 we will not 

employ

"cosmetic" d
evices to co

nceal them.

Because we f
eel that it i

s jmportant 
for the Admin

is-

trati-o6777777
711.arlatet pr

ompitli—a-Td–
fully, we wou

ld

like to have
 a conference

 to (iiscuss 
this matter 

with you.

• v)0 /174--
David M. Ken

nedy

Secretary of 
the Treasur

y

Robert P. M
ayg

Director, Bu
reau of the 

Budget

Paul W. McC
racken

Chairman, Cou
ncil of Econ

omic

Advisers

i-etr,110-finnt"frA-
i-r
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URGENT BUDGET INFORMATION -'NASA --
AEC 

THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

December 1, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLICH AN

FROM: Ed Harper

SUBJECT: NERVA 

I a

/---6.--/‘
4/B

A couple of weeks ago you mentioned that the President was inclined
to keep the NERVA program on the grounds that it had some national
defense implications. I have checked with Will Kriegsman, OST,
and OMB staff. They all agree that there is no foreseeable military
application of the NERVA rocket. In fact, when the Defense Depart-
ment made up its priority bands for alternative expenditure levels
NERVA applications were in the lowest priority band.

OMB officials were also confident that the intelligence analysts of
other nations would be fully aware of the fact that there are no
significant national defense applications of the NERVA rocket.

ELH:ppd

I
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MEMORANDUM

41ip
THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

IENURANDUM FOR JOHN EHRLIC 'AN

FROM ED HARPE/6 DATE: 12-1-70

jUBJECT: NASA BUDGET PPTION3

I would suggest considering that the 
optimal budget

decision on the NASA options is to (1
) continue Skylab, (2)

slip the Shuttle enginee development, (3)
 continue with Apollo 17,

andancel NERVA.

Attached at TAB A is some additional 
darifying information

on the employment effects of these decisi
ons.

At TAB B you will find a copy of the
 NASA options paper

which I gave you earlier. It continas some additional detail

information on the employment 
impact of the options.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

URGENT BUDGET INFORMATION

A.MO(ANDUN FOR JOHN EI1RLICHNAN
Late: 12-1-70

FROZ4 ED HARPEV

sUBJECT: Employment mpact of NAA Budget Options.

The employment factor in the NAA budget decisions isa significant but complicated phenomenon. The attached charts
puts the options clearly in context.of the overall problem of
unemployeed scientists and engineers.

The first chart shows decline in the employment of
aerospace scientists and engineers. A relatively steep decline
in empIyment will level out in the second half of calendar 1971and reach its nadir in June, 1972 at which point employment will
begin gradually to increase.

The (Mb recommendation would accelerate the decline
in employment during the first half of 1971. The NASA request
.'ould result in an employment level between 7,000 and 8,000 higherthan the OMB proposal in June, 1971. The gap gradually widens
to about 10,000 by the end of 1972.

0

1-4

The second chart shows the total employment including
management and support personnel as well as scientists and engineers
fbr the Apollo 17, Skylab, Shuttle, and NERVA projects.

The OMB recommendation would result in a sharp decline
continuing throughout calendar 1971 for a total cut of 20,000
aerospace employees. The NASA recommendation would result in a
gradual increase in aerospace employment throughout 1971.

The OMB recommendation--cancelling Skylab and NERVA--
would in summary be very depressing economic news during all of
1971--especially during the first six months of the year.
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THE WMTE 110 USE

WASHINGTON

NA SA

1. Reduction of NASA outlays--NASA is a completely controllableprogram and therefore a prime target for budget reductions eveLthough those reductions might not be as warranted in some otherless controllable program. Since the major opportunities forreductions are interrelated they shouldbe considered as apackage. The opportunities are:

a. Terminate Skylab--Skylnb to be launched in November, 1972,yield biomedical infolvation useful for the manned liars WiE3S:1.0Pf;other Skylab exp!:!riments could be duplicated in less costly vti.NASA regards this as its top priority onina_program. OVIBrecommends termination becasuci of high cost and marginal scien-tific payoff. Termination would layoff about 20,000 aerospaceWorkers and eliminate a fall-back option if the space shuttleis dropped in the future for orbIt1.1 manaed space experiments.
b. Slip development of the Space Shuttle—The shuttle is desinedto substantially reduce the cost of putting a payload In earthorbit, but it may not prove possible economically,-the currentprojected cost is 10.13 during the next 10 years. NASA wantsto begin both engine and airframe development at full speed.OMB recommends beginning only engine,:development because of thelong lead times involved. NASA feasibillty study ready next 11.ay,
c. Cancl Apollo 17 manned lunar miSsion--This last mission in theApollo series accounts for a considerable portion of thescientific pay-off in the program—this one mission accounts,,for 25 of the whole Apollo program's time on the moon and 33 'of the entire area covered. .NAp would like to do [pollo 17but would drop it if necessary to keep Skylab and the shuttle,OMB tentatively Peeommends keeping the mission; OST strongly• supports Apollo 17 as does the scientific commnnity.
d. Terminate the NEVA effort--The nuclear rocket offers a 100in rocket efficiency and would be very useful inINn!led Mars mission, very large unmanned payloads, and forr,Alitary missions. However, thse missions will probablyDECLASSIFIED !hedulcd until late in the 19SO's or even the 1990 1 s,Authority O12icr 1 en years of effort importnat technological problems
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

The major areas of employment reduction associated with the termin-
ations of on going programs would be as follows:

SklahADo1lo_11 p',ERATASouthern California9:000 1,200
Sacramento, Califor!Aia  

900
Long Island, New York 

 1,300
Denver, Colorado 

 2,000St. Louis, Missouri Huntsville, Alabama 
 2,500 500

Cape Kennedy, Florida 
 2,000 900

Houston, Texas 
 1,000 550

Los Alamos, New Mexico  
350

Nevada Test Site  
 

1-150
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania  

900
•

••••••19,500 ,4,450 TnbThe four projects under discussion are ranked in the following
priorities:

NASA Priority List OMB_Prio411.List. OST yrioritz_jAs1. Skylab

2. Shuttle

3. Apollo

4. NERVA

1. Apc,lio 17 1. tp011o 17
2. Shuttle 2. Shuttle/

17 3. Skylab 3. NERVA

4. NERVA 4. Skylab
These rankings were not „explicitly assigned by the organizations;
they represent my understandings of the organizations priorities
from documents and conversations.
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SP
ACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Honorable Peter M. Flanigan

Assistant to the President

The White House

Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Peter:

December 12, 1970

There are two important point
s which bear on the Pres

ident's posture

on the NASA program, and which I
 had especially hoped t

o discuss with

you: (1) the relationship of th
e NASA program and budg

et to the prob-

lem of unemployment in aerospac
e and related fields, an

d (2) the

disturbing implications of cur
rent trends in Soviet spac

e activity

compared to the U.S. that have
 emerged during recent mo

nths.

Unemployment and the NASA Bud
get

The decline in the NASA budge
t in the past four years ha

s been a major

cause of the current unemploy
ment in aerospace and re

lated fields.

From 1966 to 1968 the impact
 was largely offset by in

creases in Defense-

related work. Since 1968 the impact has been 
strongly felt and today

977. of the people affected
 by a NASA cut are laid off b

y their companies.

Charts 1 and 2 show NASA cont
ractor manpower data.

NASA work is highly labor in
tensive by nature. In general, each $

100

million increment in the NASA 
annual budget results in 

the direct em-

ployment of about 4,500 peopl
e. (It is also generally 

accepted that

there is a multiplying factor
 of four on employment, s

o that a $100

million increment indirectly af
fects an additional 18

,000 people.)

NASA money is quick in taking 
effect whether up or 

down. Because the

facilities and management struct
ure required to carry

 out programs are

in existence, a small increment
 in the NASA budget c

an have a prompt

and substantial impact to incre
ase employment.

Trends in Soviet Space Activitie
s 

The Soviet Luna 16 and 17 fligh
ts and recent earth

 orbital missions have

again pointed to the strong 
continuing Soviet e

ffort in space.

When viewed as isolated events
, Luna 16, with its

 automatic sample re-

turn, and Luna 17, with its.self-p
ropelled vehicle Lunokh

od, are

C c .1J'aSIA</%4as /i41/70
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technically impressive, but their
 import to science and technology

 is

relatively minor. We demonstrated United States lead
ership with

Apollo 11, and that lead is still
 ours.

However, when viewed in the cont
ext of overall trends in the Sov

iet

space program and in ours, there
 is every indication that we w

ill not

maintain this lead. They have launched 81 payload
s into orbit to our

32 this year (see Chart 3). Their R&D effort is increasi
ng, while ours

is decreasing. They are competing in every are
a of space flight in a

program that is more agressive th
an ours.

The Soviet space program, like our 
own, recognizes that manned

 flights

offer important advantages in explor
ation and in other complex mi

ssions.

They have a continuing manned progr
am, appear to be increasing

 their

manned capabilities, and are suppo
rting a total space program

 containing

strong manned and unmanned components.
 A major Soviet earth orb

ital

manned space station during the gap i
n U.S. manned space flig

ht is a

real possibility.

These trends in the USSR program s
trongly underline the imp

ortance for

the President to take a positive pos
ition in the coming year 

on space

as recommended in my memorandum of 
November 30, 1970.

I am still hoping that we will be ab
le to discuss these and 

other matters

Sincerely yours,

George M. Low

Acting Administrator

Enclosures
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CHART 1

NASA EMPLOYMENT AT SELECTED MAJOR CONTRACTORS
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GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF

NASA CONTRACTOR EMPLOYMENT
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CHART 2
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CHART 3

EARTH ORBITAL, LUNAR & 
PLANETARY PAYLOADS

USA & USSR

AS OF 5 DECEMBER 1970
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SOURCE: SATELLITE SITUATION 
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